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GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-41 20 
IN THE DISTRICT COIJRT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, Case No. CR 06-107 
1 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 
vs . NOTICE OF INTENT TO PRESENT 
1 EVIDENCE IN AGGRAVATION OF 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES-PIIVA, ) SENTENCING 
) 
Defendant. 1 
COMES NOW the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by and through its 
Attorney of Record, Grant P. Loebs, Prosecuting Attorney, and gives notice of its intent to 
present evidence in aggravation of sentencing at the Sentencing Hearing scheduled for April 20, 
2007. 
DATED this day of March 2007. 
Grant P. Loebs 
Prosecuting Attorney 
, 8 , \ '? ' Notice of Intent to Present Evidence in Aggravation of Sentencing - 1 ,., , \ " i  , ,  L ~ '  I , !  i , ('.-I, 1 .,..! 1 \ Q ! 
; ; \ , , , \ .  ,.. 
I ,. 
..., 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the __ of March 2007, I served a copy of the foregoing 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PRESENT EVIDENCE IN AGGRAVATION OF 
SENTENCING thereof in the United States mail, with postage prepaid, in an envelope 
addressed to the following: 
ANDREW PARNES 
ATTORNEY A% LAW 
PO BOX 5988 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
Stacey &leler/ 
Felony Case Assistant 
Notice of Intent to Present Evidence in Aggravation of Sentencing - 2 
B Y  
"_ ... .,, -, 
CL,[ fit' 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County .........., $) Date: 3/8/2007 9 &&TYOCHAM 
Time: 1050 AM Minutes Report 
Page 1 of 1 Case: CR-2006-0000107 
Defendant: Pina, Juan Carlos Fuentes 
Selected Items 
Hearing type: Hearing by Phone Minutes date: 03/08/2007 
Assigned judge: G. Richard Bevan Start time: 09:30 AM 
Court reporter: Virginia Bailey End time: 09:40 AM 
Minutes clerk: Teresa Yocham Audio tape number: 
Prosecutor: Grant Loebs 
Defense attorney: Andrew Parnes 
Tape Counter: 930 Andrew Parnes is present 
Grant Loebs is present 
Tape Counter: 930 Court addressed regarding a scheduling conflict. Mr. Parnes addressed the court, 
informed the court had no problems with moving hearing to 3:OOpm on March 9, 2007. Mr. 
Loebs addressed the court, informed the he will be available at 3:00 pm for the motion for 
new trial. Court will move the hearing from 9:00 am on March 8, 2007 to 3:00 pm. Clerk 
will send out I-Stars notice. 
Court convened. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. CR-06-0107 
Plaintiff, ) 
1 s\REW$OW4\ND$lM DECISION 
vs . ) AMB ORDER R.E. 
1 DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES-PI~A, ) FOR NEW TRBAL 
) 
Defendant. ) 
This matter is before the Court on Defendant's Motion for a New Trial. 
Defendant filed his Motion on February 16,2007. The motion was argued before 
this court on March 09, 2007. Defendant, Juan Carlos Fuentes-PiAa (hereinafter 
referred to as Pifia) was present, as was his counsel, Mr. Andrew Parnes. The 
State of Idaho was represented by Twin Falls County Prosecutor, Mr. Grant 
Loebs. After reviewing the materials submitted by both parties, researching the 
applicable law, and hearing oral argument, Pifia's Motion for a New Trial is 
DENIED. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 1 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
A Bill of Indictment was presented by a Twin Falls County Grand Jury on 
January 03,2006, charging Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pifia with the felony murder of 
Jesse Naranjo. Pifia was subsequently arraigned on that charge. After the 
requisite discovery and trial preparation, a jury trial commenced on June 19, 
2006. The trial continued for approximately ten days, after which the jury 
deliberated and eventually returned a guilty verdict. After receiving the verdict, 
Pifia fired his attorneys. Mr. Andrew Parnes was ultimately appointed by the 
court to handle any further matters. Pifia has not as yet been sentenced. In the 
absence of further delay, sentencing is to take place on April 20,2007. 
In his memorandum of law, accompanying his motion for a new trial, Pifia 
argues that there are four bases for which he should be granted a new trial. 
These bases are: 1) the court erred in its consideration of defendant's motion for 
self-representation and denied him his right to be present at the consideration of 
this motion; 2) the defendant's right to testify on his own behalf was denied; 3) 
the court mis-intructed the jury on the law, thereby denying the jury the right to 
return a lesser verdict; and, 4) the prosecutor engaged in misconduct during his 
closing argument. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 2 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The grounds upon which a new trial may be granted to a criminal 
defendant are set forth in Idaho Code § 19-2406. A new trial may not be ordered 
for a reason other than those specified in §19-2406. State v. Lankford, 116 Idaho 
860,873,781 P.2d 197,210 (1989), cert. denied, 497 U.S. 1032,110 S.Ct. 3295 (1990). 
Idaho Code 9 19-2406 reads in pertinent part: 
When a verdict has been rendered against the defendant the court may, 
upon his application, grant a new trial in the following cases only: 
1. When the trial has been had in his absence, if the indictment 
is for a felony. 
2. When the jury has received any evidence out of court other 
than that resulting from a view of the premises. 
3. When the jury has separated without leave of the court after 
retiring to deliberate upon their verdict, or been guilty of any 
misconduct by which a fair and due consideration of the case has 
been prevented. 
4. When the verdict has been decided by lot or by any means 
other than a fair expression of opinion on the part of all the jurors. 
5. When the court has misdirected the jury in a matter of law, or 
has erred in the decision of any question of law arising during the 
course of the trial. 
6. When the verdict is contrary to law or evidence. 
7. When new evidence is discovered material to the defendant, 
and which he could not with reasonable diligence have discovered 
and produced at the trial. When a motion for a new trial is made 
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upon the ground of newly-discovered evidence, the defendant 
must produce at the hearing in support thereof the affidavits of the 
witnesses by whom such evidence is expected to be given, and if 
time is required by the defendant to procure such affidavits the 
court may postpone the hearing of the motion for such length of 
time as, under all the circumstances of the case, may seem 
reasonable. 
Where one of the statutory grounds is demonstrated, the court may grant 
a defendant's motion for a new trial "if required in the interest of justice." I.C.R. 
34; Lanicford, 116 Idaho at 873,781 P.2d at 210. Whether to grant or deny a new 
trial is a discretionary matter for the trial court. Discretionary decisions of a trial 
court are reviewed under a three-part test: (1) whether the trial court correctly 
perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) whether the trial court acted within 
the boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal standards 
applicable to the specific choices available to it; and (3) whether the trial court 
reached its decision by an exercise of reason. State v. Hedger, 115 Idaho 598,600, 
768 P.2d 1331, 1333 (1989); see also State v. Hairston, 133 Idaho 496, 503, 988 P.2d 
1170,1177 (1999) (quoting Sun  Valley Shopping Ctr. v. Idaho Power, 119 Idaho 87,94, 
803 P.2d 993,1000 (1991)). Therefore, this court's determination will not be 
reversed absent a showing of abuse of discretion. State v. Dambrell, 120 Idaho 
532,543, 817 P.2d 646, 657 (1991); State v. Scroggins, 110 Idaho 380, 384, 716 P.2d 
1152,1156 (1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 989,107 S.Ct. 582 (1986). 
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Defendant claims four procedural and substantive reasons why this court 
should grant his petition for a new trial. The court has individually considered 
each of Defendant's four reasons and will discuss each in turn. 
1. The Court Did Mot Err In Its Consideration Of 
Defendant's Motion For Self-Representation As 
Defendant's M~t ion  Was Untiimely And Defendant 
Voluntarily Refused Tw Be Present When This Motion 
Was Presented And Decided. 
Defendant makes much about the fact that he has the right to self- 
representation as long as he voluntarily and intelligently elects to do so. 
Certainly case law supports this argument. See e.g. Faretta v. Calqornia, 422 U.S. 
806 (1975); State v. Lankford, 116 Idaho 860,781 P.2d 197 (1989) (wherein the Court 
held that a defendant in a criminal trial has a Sixth Amendment right to 
represent him or herself as long as he or she voluntarily eIects to do so). 
In his motion, Pifia alleges that the court erred when it failed to conduct a 
thorough inquiry of Pifia on the record about his desire to represent himself. 
While defendant's logic is true in many circumstances, the right to self- 
representation is not absolute. Martinez v. Court of Appeal of California, 528 U.S. 
152,161-62120 S.Ct. 684,690-91 (2000). The request for self-representation must 
be timely. See id; State v. Reber, 138 Idaho 275,277,61 P.3d 632,634 (Ct. App. 
2002). See also United States v. Oakey, 853 F.2d 551,553 (7th Cir.1988); United States 
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v. Smith, 780 F.2d 810,811 (9th Cir.1986). A motion for self-representation is 
timely if made prior to the commencement of meaningful trial proceedings. Id; 
Fritz v. Spalding, 682 F.2d 782,784 (9th Cir.1982). Empanelment of a jury is a 
meaningful trial proceeding; thus, a motion for self-representation after jury 
empanelment is untimely. State v. Reber, 138 Idaho at 277,61 P.3d at 634; see also 
United Statates v. Schaff, 948 F.2d 501,503 (9th Cir.1991); JacIcson v. Ylst, 921 F.2d 882, 
888 (9th Cir.1990); Smith, 780 F.2d at 811; Fritz, 682 F.2d at 784. 
Where the request for self-representaiion is untimely, it nevertheless may 
be granted in the trial court's discretion. Oakey, 853 F.2d at 553; United States v. 
Brown, 744 F.2d 905,908 (2nd Cir.1984). Pifia argues that this court abused its 
discretion and erred by failing to inquire of Piiia personally regarding his 
"request" to represent himself. 
It should first be noted that Pifia's "request" came through a court security 
officer who indicated that the officer had "been informed by the jail that [Pifia] 
w[ould] attend and come up [to the courtroom] only if he can grab his papers 
and represent himself at this point." Tr. Vol. III., p. 1617. Thus, Pifia's request 
was made to the court through a double-hearsay report by a security officer. 
Nevertheless, this court considered it as a valid request, and considered bringing 
Mr. Pica to the courtroom to make a record. See generally id., p. 1618. Thereafter, 
the court reviewed the Reber case, and based thereon, the court stated: 
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The court has read the case of State versus Reber. It clearly 
sets forth two things. One, this is a discretionary call. Two, that a 
defendant must make, voluntarily and intelligently, an election to 
conduct his own defense in a timely manner. The court in [Reber] 
concluded that the [trial] court correctly denied a request for self- 
representation . . . made during the trial. A motion is timely, if 
made prior to commencement of meaningful trial proceedings. 
Impanelment of the jury is a meaningful proceeding. We're clearly 
beyond that. Mr. Pina's request is denied. If you wish to notify 
him of that. He still has every right to proceed, to come to court. 
We'll allow him a few more minutes, but he will not be allowed to 
represent himself. 
(Tr. Vol. 111, p. 1621, 11.3-20). 
The question then remains whether this court erred in failing to have Mr. 
Pifia in the room when the court made its decision based on Reber. In Reber, the 
defendant did not make a motion for self-representation until after the jury was 
empanelled. State v. Reber, 138 Idaho 275,276-278 (Ct. App. 2002). The motion 
was made on the second day of trial and after several witnesses had testified. 
Thus, the Appeals Court determined Reber's motion to be untimely because it 
was made following the commencement of meaningful trial proceedings. 
Further, the court there determined that although the district court did not 
express a rationale for its denial, it agreed that the timing of the motion was 
inappropriate. The appeals court concluded that the district court did not abuse 
its discretion in denying Rebey's motion for self-representation made after jury 
empanelment and during the second day of trial. State v. Reber, 138 Idaho 275, 
276-278 (Ct. App. 2002) 
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111 the present case, Pifia did not make his motion until after the jury had 
been empanelled; the trial was proceeding in its tenth day, and Rfia's case-in- 
chief was nearing an end. His request was also reported as an ultimatum, 
presenting the court with the predicament of either allowing a criminally 
charged defendant to represent himself in the last hours of his first degree 
murder trial, or the defendant would refuse to appear. Based upon these choices 
and the clear indication from Rebev that such motions are untimely after 
empanelment of the jury, the court denied the motion summarily. 
After the court made its ruling, Mr. Pifia was duly advised that the 
court denied his motion as untimely. On hearing this, he again refused to 
return to the courtroom. He cursed court security and was placed in a 
holding cell. His trial proceeded briefly while both sides rested in his 
absence. 
Pifia argues now that the court should have provided him with an 
opportunity to present his reasons for self-representation and his willingness to 
proceed immediately. He attempts to distinguish Rebev on the sole fact that in 
Reber the defendant was present when the court ruled on the motion and 
provided the defendant an opportunity to speak. 
What the defendant attempts to diminish is the fact that he was 
voluntarily absent from this proceeding. After the recess for lunch, Pifia refused 
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to return to court. He took off his civilian attire and demanded a county jail 
jumpsuit. (Tr. Vol. 111, pp. 1607-1608,ll. 6-25 and 1-12). The Court Security 
Officer, Deputy Doug Sugden ultimately informed Pifia of the court's ruling, to 
which the defendant replied, "F--- you then. I ain't going." Id., p. 1623,ll. 10-11. 
Deputy Sugden testified before the Court that "lots of other colorful expletives" 
had previously been directed toward court security, to the point that jail staff 
was "almost to the point where they [were] going to have to subdue [Pifia ] and 
put him into the restraint chair." Id., p. 1609,ll. 1-3. Nevertheless, the court 
allowed extra time for Pifia's attorney to speak with him to male certain that he 
did not want to come to court. 
Defendant's attorney, Ms. Marilyn Paul returned a little more than ten 
minutes later and stated, "Your honor, I visited with Mr. Pifia in the jail, along 
with Mr. Holloway. Mr. Pifia declined to speak with us. I advised of the court's 
order [for him to appear], and he indicated that he did not want to come to court. 
I think that's the sum total." Tr. Vol. 111, p. 1611,ll. 8-12. The court then denied 
P5a's motion and continued with the trial. 
Mr. Pifia was thus given two opportunities to be present in court to make 
his case for self-representation, had he truly wished to do so before the court 
made its ruling; he refused to appear, even after an order communicated to him 
by court security. The fact that he then made an off-handed ultimatum to grace 
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the court with his presence, only if allowed to represent himself, also bears upon 
the overall nabre  of the court's determinatioi~, and the underlying issues 
surrounding Mr. Piiia's request. While the court did not elucidate its concerns in 
this regard on the record at the time of Pifia's request, the court certainly had 
concern about the voluntariness and intelligence of such a request, particularly 
where his counsel indicated that Pifia was, at the time, refusing to spealc to her. 
These concerns were brought to light more directly during the colloquy 
between Mr. Pifia and the court after he agreed to return with coz~nsel for closing 
argument. See Tr. Vol. 111, pp. 1628-1632. A reading of Mr. PiAa's comments after 
his emotional outburst against counsel and jail staff, further impressed upon the 
court the need for Mr. Pifia to have counsel in this most-serious of cases. Because 
of the importance of the right to counsel, courts presume that a rational 
defendant will choose to be represented by counsel. See Gideon v. Wainw~ight, 372 
U.S. 335,344,83 S.Ct. 792,796 (1963). That presumption-that defendants with 
competent counsel are better off than those without-lies, in fact, at the heart of 
the right to counsel in the first place. Id. See also United States v. Pennycookce, 65 
F.3d 9,12 (3d Cir. 1995). 
Idaho Criminal Rule 43 provides in pertinent part: 
(a) Presence required. The defendant shall be 
present at the arraignment, at the time of the plea, at 
every stage of the trial including the impaneling of 
the jury and the return of the verdict, and at the 
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imposition of sentence, except as otherwise provided 
by this rule. (b) Continued presence not required. 
The further progress of the trial to and including the 
return of the verdict shall not be prevented and the 
defendant shall be considered to have waived 
defendant's r i ~ h t  to be present whenever a defendant, 
initially present: (1) Is voluntarily absent after the trial 
has commemced (whether or not the defendant has 
been informed by the court of the obligation to 
remain during the trial). . . . 
(Emphasis added). 
Rule 43 is thus clear that a criminal defendant may not unilaterally 
determine when or whether a trial should proceed. Allowing a defendant to 
prevent completion of the trial by simply refusing to be present whenever he or 
she becomes dissatisfied would vest in defendants control over the schedules of 
the courts, counsel and jurors, and would substitute the subjective assessment of 
the defendant for the carefully crafted mechanisms provided by our legal system 
to safeguard the right of an accused to a fair trial. 
Here, defendant was voluntarily absent from his court proceeding. 
Nowhere does t l~e  rule state that the defendant must be present when the court 
makes a ruling on a motion to the point of dragging him kiclcing and screaming 
into a setting fraugl~t with potential harm. Although the court would have 
preferred to have Mr. Pifia available to discuss these matters, the court will not 
be held captive to the whims of a defendant who refuses to conform to the 
court's orders. 
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Not only was Pifia's motion untimely, Pifia refused to be present at the 
time the court issued its order. Under the totality of these circumstances, Pifia 
was correctly denied the right to represent himself. For the reasons stated 
above. Pifia's first claim must fail. 
II. The Defendant Waived His Right To Testify On His 
Own Behalf By His Refusal To Appear In Courk, And By 
His Failure To Request To Re-Open The Trial For H i s  
Testimony After We Agreed To Return To Court. 
It is axiomatic that every criminal defendant has a fundamental right to 
testify on his or her ow11 behalf. Rock v. Arkansas, 483 U.S. 44,107 S.Ct. 2704 
(1987). Although this right is not expressly set fort11 in the federal and state 
constitutions, it is necessarily implied from the due process clauses of the Fifth 
and Fourteenth Amendments and from the compulsory process clause of the 
Sixth Amendment. 107 S.Ct. at 2708-09; see also State v. Darbin, 109 Idaho 516,708 
P.2d 921 (Ct.App.1985). 
The defendant personally is vested with the ultimate authority to decide 
whether or not to testify. American Bar Association, Standards Relating to the 
Administration of Criminal Justice, Compilation, § 5.2 (1974). Counsel may 
advise the defendant regarding the wisdom and propriety of testifying; but 
counsel must abide by the defendant's eventual decision. United States v. Curtis, 
742 F.2d 1070,1076 (7th Cir.1984), cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1064,106 S.Ct. 1374 (1986); 
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Palmer v. People, 680 P.2d 525,527 (Colo.1984). State v. H o f i a n ,  116 Idaho 689, 
690,778 P.2d 811,812 (Ct. App. 1989). 
When determining whether a defendant has waived a constitutional right, 
an appellate court will accept the trial court's findings of fact if supported by 
substantial evidence. See State v. Hiassen, 110 Idaho 608,716 P.2d 1380 
(Ct.App.1986); Hoffman,  116 Idaho at 691,778 P.2d at 813. It is further axiomatic 
that a waiver, to be constitutionally proper, must be voluntary, laowing and 
intelligent. See Schneclcloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218,241,93 S.Ct. 2041,2055 
(1973); State v. Person, 140 Idaho 934,937,104 P.3d 976,979 (Ct. App. 2004). 
Nevertheless, courts of appeals consistently have held that a trial court has 
no duty to explain to the defendant that he or she has a right to testify or to 
verify that the defendant who is not testifying has waived that right voluntarily. 
See, e.g., United States v. Pennycoolce, 65 F.3d at 10 -12; United States v. Teague, 953 
F.2d 1525,1531-33 (11th Cir.), cert. denied, 506 U.S. 842,113 S.Ct. 127, (1992); U .  S .  
v. Edwards, 897 F.2d 445,447 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 1000, 111 S.Ct. 560 
(1990); United States v. Mart inez ,  883 F.2d 750, 756-60 (9th Cir.1989), vacated o n  
other grounds, 928 F.2d 1470 (9th Cir.1991); Ortega v. O'Leary, 843 F.2d 258,261 (7t'' 
Cir. 1988); Siciliano v. Vase, 834 F.2d 29, 30 (1st Cir.1987); United States v. Bernloehr, 
833 F.2d 749,752 (8th Cir.1987); United States v. lanoe, 720 F.2d 1156,1161 (10th 
Cir.1983), cert. denied, 465 U.S. 1036,104 S.Ct. 1310 (1984). 
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Idaho's Supreme Court ruled similarly in Aragon v. State, 114 Idaho 758, 
760 P.2d 1174,1179 (1988), holding that the defendant's right to testify at trial 
does not require an on-the-record waiver. The Court stated, quoting People v. 
Simmons ,  140 Mich.App. 681,364 N.W.2d 783 (1985): 
We agree with the majority of courts which have 
addressed this issue and decline to require an on-the- 
record waiver of defendant's right to testify. Such a 
requirement would necessarily entail the trial court's 
advising defendant of his right to testify. As the 
Wisconsin Supreme Court stated in [State  v. Albright ,  
96 Wis.2d 122, 291 N.W.2d 487, 493 (1980)], a formal 
waiver requirement might 'provoke substantial 
judicial participation that could frustrate a 
thoughtfully considered decision by the defendant 
and counsel who are designing trial strategy.' 
114 Idaho at 763, 760 P.2d at 1179. The Court concluded that its holding, "in no 
way eviscerates the right to testify." Id. 
The salient facts of this matter are as follows. On the ninth day of trial, 
defendant was sworn in and questioned about his decision to testify at trial. Pifia 
categorically stated that he, of his own volition, wanted to testify. Piiia indicated 
that he had "time to visit with his attorneys" regarding the question whether he 
wished to testify. Id. at p. 1503,ll. 19-22. Pifia also stated that he understood that 
he would be subject to cross and potential impeachment evidence. See id. pp. 
1503-1505,11.7-25; 1-25; 1-5. At the conclusion of this colloquy, the court clearly 
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advised Mr. Pifia that "you will testify tomorrow, if you still wish to do so." Id. 
At the close of the ninth day of trial, after the jury was excused the court 
along with the prosecutor, Pifia and his attorneys discussed the next day's 
schedule. The court asked, "Now, Ms. Paul, it's your expectation that you would 
put on your client tomorrow and at that point some further questioning for Mr. 
Gambrel as well?" To which Ms. Paul replied, "Actually, Your Honor, our 
anticipated order is Detective Gambrel first, a few questions, and complete with 
the submission of the remaining exhibits, subject to the state's review on that, 
and then to proceed with the presentation of testimony from my client." Id. p. 
The next day, during a discussion with the court before the jury was 
seated to begin the day, Ms. Paul once again stated that Mr. Pifia would testify in 
his behalf after two other witnesses: 
Ms. Paul: Your Honor, my first witness will be Tracy 
Perreira. 
+ + * 
The Court: She will be followed by? 
Ms. Paul: Detective Gambrel . . . [alnd then we'll be playing 
the tapes, just to advise Your Honor." 
The Court: Okay. 
Ms. Paul: And then our client will testify. 
Id. pp. 1539-40,ll. 7-25 and 11.1-4. 
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The court then inquired whether it would be necessary to further inquire 
of Mr. Piiia regarding his desires at that time, and defense counsel indicated 
there was no need to do so. Id. p. 1540,ll. 10-14. After both Ms. Perreira and 
Detective Gambrel testified, the court recessed for lunch. At the conclusion of 
lunch, the court met in chambers where the following discussion took place: 
The Court: All right. Let's go on record. It is approximately one -- 
I'm sorry -- 12:37 p.m., on Thursday, the 29th. We are in chambers. 
The court took a brief recess for lunch and, upon entering the 
building, was met by Deputy Doug Sugden, who informed me that 
he had taken Mr. Pina down for lunch, that upon trying to get Juan 
to come back down, or Carlos I guess he goes by, to come back for 
court, he's refused. Mr. Sugden, why don't you state for the record 
what went on from your angle. 
Mr. Sugden: At about 12:16, I went down to the jail to prepare to 
bring Juan back up. I was waiting, because they were -- he was 
talking to his attorneys. At one point he started banging on the 
door. To avoid any other destruction or anything else like that, I 
went ahead and called for the doors to be opened. He went to the 
dressing room, made his way immediately to the dressing room. 
As he went, he was taking off his civilian attire, made his way into 
the dressing room, where he took off the rest of the attire. We went 
ahead and shut the, shut the door, so he'd be just in the dressing 
room. He was screaming to have a 3X jumpsuit brought. So I went 
to the clothing exchange window that is in the dressing room, 
opened it. He started yelling at me to get the 3X jumpsuit. I told 
him to hold, hold on, calm down. I says, "Juan, are you going to 
court?" Would you like an exact quote 011 that? "Fuck you. I'm not 
going to court. Just give me my 3X jumpsuit, it's a mistrial, I want a 
new attorney," and lots of other colorful expletives to follow and 
some garbled stuff that I didn't understand because he walked 
away, but he's refusing to come to court. 
The Court: Counsel. 
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Mr. Loebs: Never had this happen before. Maybe esteemed 
defense counsel has had this happen a number of times, but I've 
never been there when it happened. 
Ms. Paul: We did confer with Carlos. His -- we were not advised 
of his definite intention not to come to court. Perhaps, if we could 
have another 10 or 15 minutes in which to go speak with him again, 
now that he's had a little bit of time, maybe, maybe that would be 
worthwhile. 
The Court: Mr. Sugden. 
Mr. Sugden: If you'd like me to expound on that, that will be 
negative. They are almost to the point where they are going to 
have to subdue him and put him into the restraint chair. 
Ms. Paul: Well, he is my client, and I would like to talk with him 
again. 
Mr. Su~den:  I'm telling you that it may not be possible, because 
we're going to have to restrain him. 
The Court: Well, and for your safety, Ms. Paul, obviously, I don't 
want you in harms way. 
Ms. Paul: I won't put myself there, sir. 
The Court: I will allow you 15 minutes -- it's now by my clock 
about 19 till the hour -- to tell him that the court is ordering him to 
appear. That may mean nothing to your client, but I do believe I 
have the obligation to order him to appear, and that can be 
conveyed both through you and through security. We will 
reconvene here at approximately one o'clock, a little before, after 15 
minutes, for you to try and attain his information. I will try to do 
any quick research I can on the issue. The rules clearly provide that 
if he makes himself unavailable by acting up in the courtroom and 
so forth, the court can either force him to be in the chair in the 
courtroom or to be elsewhere, not attend the proceedings, which I 
think is less prejudicial, frankly, than having him sitting there in 
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the chair bound and gagged, but the rule lists actually as an option 
that we may do that; but obviously, there are means provided that 
if a defendant purposefully refuses to come to the proceedings, we 
will not allow him to dictate what goes on with the case, and we 
will proceed, I assume, then immediately with the state's proposed 
rebuttal, if any. That's where I'm headed. 
Ms. Paul: Thank you, Your Honor. 
The Court: See you in a few minutes. 
The Court: Okay. We will be back on record now at approximately 
12:53 p.m. Counsel are all back present as they were previously, 
along with Mr. Sugden. What is the status, Mr. Sugden or Ms. 
Paul, whoever feels more comfortable? 
Ms.Pau1: Your Honor, I visited with Mr. Pina in the jail, along with 
Mr. Holloway. Mr. Pina declined to speak to us. I advised him of 
the court's order, and he indicated that he did not want to come to 
court. I think that's pretty much the sum total. 
Id. pp. 1607-1611. 
It is clear from the record that the defendant voluntarily refused to return 
to the court at the appointed time when he was to testify. Pifia was not denied 
the right to testify; by his refusing to return to court, he declined to testify. Mr. 
Pifia had previously voiced a desire to testify and his counsel on two occasions 
that morning indicated that Pifia would be the last defense witness. It is beyond 
dispute that Pifia: 1) knew what he was missing by refusing to attend court after 
lunch; and 2) that he refused to testify voluntarily. Thus, this court never 
prohibited Pifia from testifying; rather, Pifia kept himself from testifying by his 
obstreperous conduct. 
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Defendant now makes much of the fact he was not informed directly by 
the court that by refusing to return to his trial he would not be allowed to testify. 
This argument makes no sense. Of course, it would be preferred to have a 
defendant present in court to discuss his options, but at the point the court had to 
exercise its discretion and control the trial process, Mr. Pifia was refusing to 
attend, via his directly worded "F--- you" to the court. 
If a defendant refuses to return to court after admonishment from both his 
counsel and court security and after a direct order from the court to do so, there 
is no way that the court could have told him anything more in person. Mr. Pifia 
refused to come to court, even after the court ordered him to do so. Pifia's words 
verbatim were, "F--- you. I'm not going to court. Just give me my 3X jumpsuit, 
it's a mistrial, I want a new attorney," id. p. 1608,ll. 7-8, and "F--- you then. I 
aint' going." Id. p. 1623,l. 11. 
Defendant knew it was time for him to take the stand. He knew that if he 
was not present, he would not be testifying. He also knew that the trial would 
continue. He voluntarily chose to absent himself from the proceedings. 
A court must examine the totality of the circumstances in determining 
whether a waiver is valid. State v. King, 1.31 Idaho 374,376,957 P.2d 352,354 (Ct. 
App. 1998) (citing State v. Mitchell, 104 Idaho 493,498, 660 P.2d 1336, 1342 (1983)). 
The "totality of the circumstances" in this court clearly establish that Mr. Pifia's 
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refusal to come to court when summoned and ordered during the tenth day of 
his murder trial, when he was the last witness for the defense, after conversing 
with both defense counsel during the lunch break, constitutes a knowing, 
intelligent and voluntary waiver of the defendant's right to testify. Certainly, in 
the view of this court, a defendant who does not make himself present to testify 
and further, vocally states that he is not going to come to court has waived his 
right to testify, of his own volition. 
Mr. Pifia's express refusal to attend court was made voluntarily and 
intelligently, based on the great lengths the court and counsel went to insure that 
he intended to waive his right to remain silent, and that he wished to testify. 
Moreover, Mr. Pifia was allowed to address the court after he finally agreed to 
return to court with counsel more than two hours after his meltdown in the jail. 
At that point Pifia had obviously met with his attorneys again, given Ms. Paul's 
immediate indication that Mr. Pifia "intends to be present during the remainder 
of tlxe trial. . . ." Tr. Vol. III., p. 1628, 11. 11-13. 
Immediately thereafter, during the entire colloquy with the court for a 
period of approximately seven minutes, no mention was made by Mr. Pifia of his 
conti~xuing desire to testify. Tr. Vol. 111, pp. 1628-1632. Pifia's primary concern 
was with the testimony of a man named Richard Martin, who never testified in 
this case. Pifia also voiced concern about Martin's honesty and other charges the 
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state had filed against him. He also talked about his car. Lastly, Pifia confirmed 
that he would behave in front of the jury. Tr. Vol. 111, pp. 1628-1631. 
Thus, Pifia never spoke up to assert that he desired to testify. Ms. Paul 
also never requested that the Defense case be reopened, or that Mr. Pifia be 
allowed to testify. Even so, at that point it would have been improper for this 
court, (even though now urged by Mr. Parnes in hindsight), to sua sponte inquire 
of the defendant whether he then, after further thought and reflection, really 
wanted to testify. As noted by the Aragon Court nearly 20 years ago, such 
meddling by the trial court "might 'provoke substantial judicial participation that 
could frustrate a thoughtfully considered decision by the defendant and counsel 
who are designing trial strategy'" 114 Idaho at 763,760 P.2d at 1179. See also 
United States ex rel. Soto v. United States, 504 F.2d 1339, 1344 n. 16 (3d Cir.1974) 
(court need not advise defendant sua sponte of right to proceed pro se). The 
Third Circuit more recently analyzed the pitfalls of such an approach: 
The fact that a criminal defendant, depending on the 
facts and circumstances of the case, reasonably could choose 
either to testify or not to testify, necessarily means the 
determination of whether the defendant will testify is an 
important part of trial strategy best left to the defendant and 
counsel without the intrusion of the trial court, as that intrusion 
may have the unintended efect of swaying the dejendant one way 
or the other. See, eg., Mautinez, 883 F.2d at 757, 760; Teague, 
953 F.2d at 1533 11.8; Campione, 942 F.2d at 439. For example, 
as a matter of strategy and common sense, the defendant 
and counsel may wait until well into the trial before 
deciding whether the defendant will testify. Thus, the trial 
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court may not know that the defendant will not testify until 
the defense rests. A colloquy on the right to testify at tkat point 
not only would be awkward, . . . but more importantly 
inadvertently might cause the defendant to think that the court 
believes the defense has been insuficient. This belief in turn 
might prompt the defendant to abandon an appropriate defense 
strategy without good reason. Such admonition is subject to 
abuse in interpretation and may provoke substantial judicial 
participation that could frustrate a thoughtfully considered 
decision by the defendant and counsel who are designing 
trial strategy. Thus, as a general matter, we believe that it is 
inadvisable for a court to question a defendant directly 
about his or her waiver of the right to testify. 
69 F.3d at 11 (emphasis added) (citations omitted). 
Just what the defendant expected from the court is unknown. The jury 
had returned from lunch and was waiting to continue the trial. The defendant 
was the final witness. The court, after being told that defendant would not 
return, exercised its discretion and continued with the trial. The court also took 
steps to instruct the jurors not to consider the defendant's absence. Tr. Vol. 111, 
p. 1625,ll. 16-22. The Defense rested and another recess was called as jury 
instructions were prepared and discussed. Only after both parties rested, did the 
defendant have a change of heart and want to return to his trial. But it was not 
until after closing arguments and the jury was sent into deliberations and while 
defendant was being led away that Pifia asked why he could not testify. Tr. Vol. 
Although defendant cites case law where a defendant was refused the 
right to testify, these cases are not apposite. Defendant cites Owens v. State, 236 
F.Supp.2d 122 (D. Mass. 2002) in support of his motion. However, the facts of 
the Owens case are very distinguishable. In Owens, the issue before the court was 
that the defendant was not informed by his counsel of his right to testify. That is 
hardly the issue in the present case. Not only was Mr. Piiia advised of this right 
by his counsel, the court spoke with him about it as well. Pifia refused to come to 
court and to testify. In light of these facts, this court holds that Owens is 
distinguishable. A defendant instructed of his right to testify, who then waives 
that right by refusing to come to court, cannot then be allowed to claim his right 
to testify was violated after the closing of testimony. Piiia's claim that he was not 
allowed to testify is without merit and is thus denied. 
ill. The Court's BnstructBon Given To The Jury  
Concerning A Lesser-Included Offense Was in 
Accordance With Both Idaho Code § 99-2132(c) 
And Relevant Case Law. 
Idaho Code § 19-2406 (5), allows a new trial "[wlhen the court has 
misdirected the jury in a matter of law, or has erred in the decision of any 
question of law arising during the course of the trial." Defendant was convicted 
of felony murder based on an underlying felony, kidnapping. The court 
instructed the jury on t11e felony kidnapping. It also instructed the jury on the 
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lesser offense of false imprisonment, a misdemeanor. The Court, conforming 
with Idaho Code § 19-2132(c), instructed the jury that it could not consider the 
lesser included offense of false imprisonment until after it had unanimously 
acquitted Mr. Pifia of kidnapping, a greater offense. Defendant claims that by 
instructing the jury that it could not begin to consider the lesser included offense 
of false imprisonment first, Pifia's due process rights were violated. 
Idaho Code 519-2132(c) states, "[ilf a lesser included offense is submitted 
to the jury for consideration, the court shall instruct the jury that it may not 
consider the lesser included offense unless it has first considered each of the 
greater offenses within which it is included, and has concluded in its 
deliberations that the defendant is not guilty of each of such greater offenses." 
The Idaho Supreme Court interpreted this statute in State v. Raudenbaugh, 124 
Idaho 758,864 P.2d 596 (1993). The Court held that the plain language of this 
section "clearly requires an affirmative conclusion of the jury that the defendant 
is not guilty of each greater offense before considering a lesser included offense. 
The jury may reach this conclusion only by unanimity." 124 Idaho at 762,864 
P.2d at 600. 
Defendant argues that Idaho law should hold differentIy and iesser 
included offenses should be considered by the jury without first acquitting a 
defendant of the greater charge. This argument, as passionate as it is, is contrary 
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to current Idaho statutory and case law. This court did not err as a matter of law 
on this issue. The court did not misdirect the jury. Instead, it followed the 
established law on this issue and instructed the jury to do likewise. At the time 
this instructioi~ was given, there was no objection from the defendant. 
Defendant has not shown that his due process rights were violated. Mr. Pifia's 
motion for a new trial based on this ground is without merit. The court will not 
set aside the verdict and order a new haial. 
BV. Mr. Piiia Has Not Shown, Nor Has The Couut 
Found That The Prosecutor Engaged in Improper 
Closing Argument. 
Prosecutorial miscortduct reaches the level of a constitutional violation 
only if the error "so infect[s] the trial with unfairness as to make the resulting 
conviction a denial of due process." State v. Reynolds, 120 Idaho 445, 451, 816 
P.2d 1002, 1008 (Ct. App. 1991) (quoting Donnelly v. DeChsisfofoso, 416 U.S. 637, 94 
S.Ct. 1868 (1974). The standard of appellate review applicable to constitutional 
issues such as claimed due process violations is one of deference to factual 
findings, unless they are clearly erroneous, but free review of whether 
constitutional requirements have been satisfied in light of the facts found. State 
v. Avelar, 124 Idaho 317, 322, 859 P.2d 353, 358 (Ct. App. 1993); State v. Doe, 131 
Idaho 709,963 P.2d 392 (Ct. App. 1998). 
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PEia argues that during his closing argument, the Prosecutor improperly 
commented about Mr. Pifia's silence. Specifically the Prosecutor stated: "Mr. 
Pina was charged initially with that [accessory to murder charge] because he 
lied. He stuck to his lie, even when confronted with evidence, and he then 
refused to talk any more about it, and that was that. Others colitinued to talk 
and eventually told the truth." Tr. Vol. 111 p. 1698,ll. 18-22. Mr. Pifia argues that 
the prosecutor's coniment violates constitutional principles, as it improperly 
aslced the jury to consider Mr. PiEa's right to remain quiet. Defendant is 
especially concerned that this comment prejudiced Mr. Pifia as other witnesses 
who kept talking were deemed to have told the truth. Although Pifia is presently 
concerned about this comment, there was no objection made when the 
prosecutor made his comments. 
A mere reference to a defendant's silence by a prosecutor does not amount 
to a constitutional violation; a defendant claiming a due process violation must 
demonstrate tliat the state used the evidence to show an inference of guilt. See 
Greer v. Miller, 483 U.S. 756, 764-65, 107 S.Ct. 3102,3109 (1987); Ellen v. Brady, 475 
F.3d 5, 10-11 (IsL Cir. 2007) (no constitutional error occurs if government not 
allowed to "use" silence to imply guilt). 
Review of the record in context and in light of the applicable law shows 
that Mr. PiEia has failed to demonstrate that his due process rights were violated. 
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In fact, it does not appear that the prosecutor engaged in any misconduct. The 
prosecutor was not arguing that Mr. Piiia's silence at trial amounted to an 
inference of guilt; instead, the prosecutor was responding to defense counsel's 
argument that Pifia was unfairly charged with the crime of Accessory to Murder 
based upon Piiia's lies to police. The prosecutor was attempting to show that, 
although everyone in the house had initially lied, Mr. Piiia continued to lie while 
the others came around and told the truth. 
There was nothing implicit in the prosecutor's observation which 
implicated Pifia's constitutional rights. In context, the comment merely responds 
to the argument of Ms. Paul that Pifia was treated unfairly. Consequently, there 
is nothing to establish that the Prosecutor's comment was deliberately calculated 
to illicit an inference that Piiia was guilty. 
"A conviction will be set aside for prosecutorial misconduct only when 
the conduct is sufficiently egregious to result in fundamental error." State v. 
Portel; 130 Idaho 772,785,948 P.2d 127,140 (1997) (objection made and 
sustained); see also State  v. MacDonald, 131 Ida110 367, 956 P.2d 1314 (Ct. App. 
1998) (no objection made). Such error is fundamental only if the alleged 
misconduct is so egregious or inflammatory that any prejudice arising therefrom 
was not, or could not have been, remedied by a ruling from the trial court 
informing the jury that it should be disregarded. Porter, 130 Idaho at 785-86,948 
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P.2d at 140-41; State v. Smith, 117 Idaho 891, 898, 792 P.2d 916, 923 (1990); State v. 
Missamore, 114 Idaho 879,761 P.2d 1231 (Ct. App. 1988). Because inviting a jury 
to infer guilt from silence is equivalent to appealing to the passions or prejudices 
of the jury to gain a conviction, this same standard of prejudice is applicable 
here. 
In addition, the record shows that Mr. Pifia's trial counsel not only failed 
to object to the exchange between the prosecutor and Detective Gambrel, but that 
she took tactical advantage of the exchange to bolster defendant's defense. In 
State v. Lenon, 143 Idaho 415,. 146 P.3d 681,683 (Ct. App. 2006), the Idaho 
Court of Appeals recognized that "fundamental error review is not necessarily 
appropriate where the record shows more than a mere failure to object." The 
court explained: 
The fundamental error doctrine is premised on the 
obligation to see that a defendant receives a fair trial, State v. Lewis, 
126 Idaho 77, 80-81, 878 P.2d 776, 779-80 (1994); State v. Haggard, 94 
Idaho 249, 251, 486 P.2d 260-22 (1971), and is intended to remedy 
situations where an alleged error may have deprived the defendant 
of his or her constitutional right to a fair proceeding. State v. Kuhn, 
139 Idaho 710, 715, 85 P.3d 1109, 1114 (Ct. App. 2003); State v. 
Reynolds, 120 Idaho 445,448,816 P.2d 1002,1005 (Ct. A p p  1991). 
Lenon, 143 Idaho at, 146 P.3d at 683. 
Applying these principles to the facts of the case before it, the Lenon Court 
declined to apply the fundamental error doctrine to review Lenon's claim, raised 
for the first time 011 appeal, that the prosecutor breached the plea agreement, 
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where the record showed that "Lenon did not overloolc or merely fail to object to 
the alleged violation of the plea agreement'' but, instead, filed a motion to 
withdraw his guilty plea based upon the alleged violation and then subsequently 
withdrew the motion, "presumably for strategic reasons." Id. "Because Lenon 
consciously chose to prevent the trial court from addressing the alleged error, 
[the Court of Appeals declined to] consider the issue on appeal as a claim of 
fundamental error." Id. at 146 P.3d at 684. 
Other courts have also found that a finding of waiver is appropriate 
where the failure to object at trial appears to be tactical. In People v. Sutton, 464 
N.W.2d 276, 589-91 (Mich. 1990), the court found a waiver of any objection to the 
use of post-Miranda silence as evidence where defense counsel elected to not 
object to the prosecution's questions, but instead used the same evidence of 
silence to buttress the defense. 
In this case the claimed error was not so egregious that it could not have 
been cured by a timely objection and curative instruction. 111 fact, a timely 
objection and curative instruction would not only have cured the error, it would 
have assured no error at all. See Greer v. Miller, supra. However, this did not 
happen as no objection was made by defendant. Pifia has not shown that he was 
denied l~ i s  constitutional right to remain silent and testify. As with the other 
claims made by defendant, this one does not mandate the granting of a new trial. 
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Further, defendant's argument does not appear to be a proper ground for 
a new trial. Idaho Code § 19-2406 lists the grounds for a new trial. Prosecutorial 
misconduct is not one of these enumerated grounds. 
In the end of his Memorandum in Support of a New Trial, Pifia makes the 
claim that the prosecutor also made prejudicial comments that warrant the 
reversal of the jury's verdict. In his rebuttal closing argument, the prosecutor 
showed photos of certain prosecution witnesses to the jury. After tallcing about 
the roles of these witnesses in the case, the prosecutor presented a photo of 
Marlon Brando taken from a movie still of the Godfather. The prosecutor 
compared Mr. Brando's role in the movie with a supposed kingpin in the 
"organization" - Phillip Warren. Notably, the prosecutor's use of these 
references was satirical; there was no attempt to equate Marlon Brando with Juan 
Carlos Fuentes-Pifia. 
Although reference to gangs and gang membership may be "highly 
inflammatory," as alleged by defendant, that does not appear to be the case here. 
During her opening statement, defense counsel referred to the defendant as the 
"guy outside of the group." Tr. Vol. I p. 329,l. 5. Specifically she stated, 
Here are some are some of the people you're going to be 
meeting: The young ambitious drug dealer, the leader of the 
group; his drugged-out, gun-loving lieutenant, the second in 
command; the guy who is kind of the stolen property guy, the guy 
who goes out and finds property to steal, particularly guns, that's 
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kind of his role; the trainee, the person who's being instructed in 
the organization; and the guy outside the group. 
Ms. Paul tried to paint the picture that the defendant in this matter was 
the "guy outside the group," the one who the others conspired against in order 
frame Piria for murder. Further she stated, "[tlhis case is about.. . the motives of 
a group, the motivations of these people." Id.  p. 329,11.9-11. "Are these people 
looking after their own? Are these birds of a feather floclcing together? Are they 
shielding anyone? Are they shielding each other?" Id.  p. 330,11.10-13. In 
addition, she continued, 
Are there any other characters involved in this? Is there 
maybe a character who is behind the scenes? A character who 
imagines themselves as being one who manipulates and deals with 
and controls issues, any type of suggestions? 
Who is expendable? Who is outside of the circle of trust? 
People who get expended are usually outside of the circle of trust. 
Who was expendable in this situation? 
Because we're talking about a group, you may see some 
loyalty up and some loyalty down, loyalty up the chain of 
command and loyalty down. And you're also probably going to 
have an opportunity to thinlc about what are tile benefits of being 
involved and staying involved in such a group of people and what 
are the reasons that people stay, what are the reasons that they 
don't get: out. I thinlc these are questions that are also going to 
occur to you. 
Id. pp. 330-331,ll. 17-25; 1-9. 
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It is clear that at least part of the defendant's defense in the trial was that 
he was the fall guy in an "organization" which was sticking together and pinning 
him with a felony murder. The prosecutor had every duty and obligation to 
attack such presumptions and defenses. In an attempt to refute Mr. Pifia's 
characterizations, and persuade the jury to see the evidence in the State's favor, 
the prosecutor used photos and analogies. He tried to demonstrate that the 
people involved in this tragedy were not some type of an "organization," as the 
defense maintained. Even now, contrary to his argument during trial, Mr. Pifia 
maintains "there is no evidence of organized gang involvement. . . ." Defendant's 
Memorandum in Support ofa New Trial p. 22. 
Because this argument is without merit, it too shall be dismissed. 
Defendant has failed to show how the prosecution's rebuttal prejudiced him to 
the point where a new trial is warranted - assuming such is even a proper basis 
for a new trial. 
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CONCLUSION 
In considering Mr. Pifia's criminal trial proceedings as a whole, including 
the jury instructions, arguments by counsel, and defendant's own actions, the 
jury verdict was reasonable and supported by the record. There is no evidence 
or legal cause why the verdict should be set aside and a new trial ordered under 
Idaho constitutional, statutory or regulatory standards. 
As the court is within its discretion in denying defendant's motion for a 
new trial, this court will so order. The defendant's sentencing will remain as 
scheduled, for April 20, 2007. 
' G. RICHARD BEVAN 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILINGJDELIVERY 
I, Sharie Cooper, hereby certify that on the & day of March, 2007, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was mailed, postage paid, and/or 
hand-delivered to the following persons: 
Grant Loebs Andrew Parnes 
Twin Falls County Prosecutor Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 126 P.O. Box 5988 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 Ketchurn, ID 83340 
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Date: 4/26/2007 
Time: 08: 19 AM 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR-2006-0000107 
Defendant: Pina, Juan Carlos Fuentes 
Selected Items 
User: YOCHAiiA 
Hearing type: Hearing In Chambers Minutes date: 04/20/2007 
Assigned judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Court reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Minutes clerk: Teresa Yocham 
Start time: 09:17 AM 
End time: 09:30 AM 
Audio tape number: 
Prosecutor: Grant Loebs 
Defense attorney: Andrew Parnes 
Tape Counter: 917 Mr. Andrew Parnes and Mr. Grant Loebs were present in chambers along with court 
personnel. 
Court addressed Counsel regarding the Trevino stabbing while incarcerated at the 
penitentiary. 
Tape Counter: 919 Mr. Loebs made changes to pg 18 of the PSI. Mr. Parnes made corrections to pg 11. Mr. 
Loebs put other corrections on the record. 
Tape Counter: 922 Court addressed Counsel regarding the prior involvment with Mr. Pina while Prosecutor 
for Twin Falls County. 
Tape Counter: 924 Letters will be marked Defendant's Exhibit's A, 1 pg letter from Maria C. L. Pina, and 
Defendant's Exhibit B, 4 pg letter from Pina Family. Both letters will be sealed after todays 
hearing. 
Tape Counter: 925 Mr. Loebs provided court with juvenile packet from Texas regarding juvenile records. Mr. 
Parnes had no objection to the record. The record will be marked ast State's Exhibit 1 and 
will be sealed as part of the PSI. 
Mr. Loebs addressed the court regarding the juvenile correction. Court will view State's 
Exhibit 1 as the more accurate version. 
DISTRICT @OUF, 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - Skits of Idaho 
Date: 412512007 
Time: 02:51 PM 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR-2006-0000107 
Defendant: Pina, Juan Carlos Fuentes 
Selected Items 
User: YOCHAM 
Hearing type: Sentencing 
Assigned judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Court reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Minutes clerk: Teresa Yocham 
Prosecutor: Grant Loebs 
Defense attorney: Andrew Parnes 
Tape Counter: 933 
Tape Counter: 937 
Tape Counter: 940 
Tape Counter: 944 
Tape Counter: 946 
Tape Counter: 1042 
Tape Counter: 1102 
Tape Counter: 11 02 
Tape Counter: 11 02 
Tape Counter: 11 11 
Tape Counter: 11 34 
Tape Counter: 1200 
Tape Counter: 1200 
Tape Counter: 1230 
Minutes date: 0412012007 
Start time: 09:OO AM 
End time: 09:OO AM 
Audio tape number: 
Court addressed Counsel. 
State of Idaho was represented by Mr. Grant Loebs and Ms. Suzanne Craig. 
Defense Attorney, Mr. Andrew Parnes is present along with Mr. Juan Carlos Fuentes 
Pina. 
Mr. Loebs put corrections to the PSI on the record. 
Mr. Parnes put corrections to PSI on the record. 
Counsel addressed the last page of the Addendum to the PSI dated April 19,2007. Court 
will not consider that page but will leave attached to the PSI. 
Mr. Loebs gave sentencing recommendations. 
Court is in recess. 
Court convened. 
Court inquired of Mr. Loebs regarding victim statement. 
Bertha Naranjo, mother of Jesse Naranjo, addressed the court. 
Mr. Parnes gave sentencing recommendations. 
Mr. Parnes informed the court Mr. Pina did not wish to address the court. Court in recess. 
Court convened. 
Court addressed Counsel and Mr. Pina. 
Court passed sentence. Sentence as follows: 30 years determinate, life indeterminate, 
fine of $2,500.00. Court costs is imposed. Restitution of $5,000.00 and a civil penalty of 
$5,00.00 
Right to appeal is given 
DNA and Thumbprint impression is ordered. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-2006-107 
VS ) 
) 
Juan Carlos Fuentes Pina, ) 
SSN ) 
D.O.B. 05/15/1973 ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CIVIL JUDGMENT (Additional Fine) 
FOR CRIME OF VIOLENCE, I.C. 5 19-5307 
RECITALS 
1. The Defendant Juan Carlos Fuentes Pina, in the above entitled case, was 
convicted on 06/29/06, of one of the enumerated felony offenses stated in I.C. 
§ 19-5307 denominated as a criine of violence, namely the offense of First 
Degree Murder. 
2. The victim (or victim's family as appropriate) named in the Information is 
Bertha Naranjo. 
CIVIL JUDGMENT FOR 
A CRIME OF VIOLENCE 
3. In accordance with I.C. § 19-5307, the defendant Juan Carlos Fuentes Pina 
was fined the additional sum of $5,000.00, which is to operate as a civil 
judgment against Juan Carlos Fuentes Pma, and is to be entered on behalf of 
the victim named in the Information, or their family as is appropriate. 
JUDGMENT 
In accordance with the above, Judgment is hereby entered in favor of uvictiin)), and 
against Juan Carlos Fuentes Pina, in the sum of $5,000.00, together with interest 
thereon, or so much thereof as from time to time remains unpaid, at the rate 
allowed by law from the date of this Judgment until paid in full. 
RIGHT TO APPEALILEAVE TO APPEAL ORDEWUDGEMENT, IN FORMA 
PAUPERIS 
The Rizht: 
The Court hereby advises the defendant, Juan Carlos Fuentes Pina, of 
histher right to appeal this Order/Judgment within forty-two (42) 
days of the date it is file stamped by the Clerlc of the Court. I.A.R. 
Rule 14 (a). 
C.VIl. JLDGMENT FOR 
A CFIMC OF VlO-EhCE 
In Forma Pauperis: 
The Court further advises the defendant of the right of a person who 
is unable to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in 
forma pauperis, meaning the right as an indigent to proceed without 
liability for court costs and fees and the right to be represented by a 
court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant. I.C.R. 33(a)(3); 
I.C. § 19-852(a)(1); LC. § 31-3220. 
IT IS SO ORDERED: 
Dated: &#.A@. w 7 
Signed: 
6. Richard Bevan, District Judge 
CIVIL JUDGMENT FOR 
A CRIME OF VIOLENCE 
I.C.R. RULE 49 (b) AND I.R.C.P. RULE 77(d) 
NOTICE OF ORDER OR JUDGMENT 
I, Teresa Yocham, Deputy Clerk for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify 
that on the - day of April, I have filed the original and caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the above and foregoing document: ClVlL JUDGMENT 
(Additional Fine) FOR CRIME OF VIOLENCE, I.C. 5 19-5307, to each of the 
persons as listed below: 
Prosecuting Attorney: Grant Loebs 
Defense Counsel: Andrew Parnes 
Defendant: Juan Carlos Fuentes Pina 
Idaho Department of Corrections 
Deparknent of Probation and Parole 
Deputy Clerk 
ClVlL JUDGMENT FOR 
A CRIME OF VIOLENCE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAI-IO, ) 
1 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR- 2006-107 
VS ) 
) 
Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pina 1 
SSN ) 
DOB 05/15/1973, ) 
) 
f 
Defendant. 1 
ORDER FOR DNA SAMPLE AND THUMBPRINT IMPRESSION 
TO: Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pina 
Defendant 
You are hereby notified that you have pled guilty or have been found guilty 
of an offense enumerated in I.C. 919-5506, namely the offense of First Degree 
Murder. 
In accordance with the Idaho DNA Database Act of 1996, I.C. § 19-5501 et 
seq., the above-named defendant is hereby ordered to provide a DNA sample and 
thumbprint impression to law enforcement personnel at the following designated 
sample collection facility: 
J a i l  (to be collected during the intake process), 
or other Law Enforcement facility 
ORDER FOR DNA SAMPLE AND 
THUMBPRINT IMPRESSION 
*daho Department of Corrections (to be collected during 
the intake process) 
- Department of Probation and Parole (to be collected 
w/in 10 working days if not incarcerated) 
These samples will be forwarded to the Idaho State Police. The results of the 
DNA analysis will be included in the Idaho DNA database system as well as the 
National DNA Index System. The thumbprint may be used for identification 
purposes. 
Duly authorized law enforcement agencies and correction personnel shall 
employ reasonable force to collect the DNA sample and thumbprint impression in 
any case where the above-named individual is incarcerated and refuses or resists 
submission procedures for collecting a DNA sample and/or thumbprint 
impression. 
Failure to provide the required DNA sample andlor thumbprint 
impression is a felony and can result in the violation of parole or probation. 
" G. Richard Bevan, District Judge 
RECEIPT 
The defendant, Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pina, acknowledges his obligation 
pursuant to this Order. Dated thi&day of April, 2007. 
Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pina 
ORDER FOR DNA SAMPLE AND 
THUMBPRINT IMPRESSION 
I.C.R. RULE 49 (bl 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
I, Teresa Yocham, Deputy Clerk for the County of Twin Falls do hereby certify 
that on the day of 04/20/07, I have filed the original and caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the above and foregoing document: ORDER FOR DNA 
SAMPLE AND THUMBPRINT IMPRESSION, to each of the persons as listed 
below: 
Prosecuting Attorney: Grant Loebs 
Defense Counsel: Andrew Parnes 
Defendant: Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pina 
Idaho Department of Corrections 
Department of Probation and Parole 
Twin Falls County Jail 
Idaho State Police 
Ares&* 
Deputy Clerlc 
ORDER FOR DNA SAMPLE AND 
THUMBPRINT IMPRESSION 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL 
..- 
-.-..-- 
~ . . r i p  $.>- , 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS "'" ' 
State of Idaho, 
Plaintiff, 
Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pina 
SSN 
DOB 05/15/1973, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-107 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
UPON A JURY VERDICT OF GUILTY TO ONE FELONY COUNT, 
AND ORDER OF COMMITMENT. 
I. APPEARANCES. 
1. The date of sentencing was 04120107, (hereinafter called sentencing date). 
2. The State of Idaho was represented by counsel, Grant Loebs, of the Twin Falls County 
Prosecutor's office. 
3. The defendant, Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pina, appeared personally. I.C. § 19-2503. 
4. The defendant was represented by counsel, Aildrew Parnes. 
5. G. Richard Bevan, District Judge, presiding. 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - 1 
11. ARRAIGNMENT FOR SENTENCING: I.C. Ei 19-2510, I.C.R. 33. 
1. Arraignment: The defendant, Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pina, was informed by the Court at 
the time of the sentencing of the nature of charge and the defendant's plea, which in this 
case was: 
Crime of: First Degree Murder, a felony. 
Idaho Code Section(s): 18-4001, 18-4003(d), 
Maximum Penalty: Court costs, restitution, up to life imprisonment, up to fifty thousand 
dollar ($50,000.00) fine, or both such fine and imprisonment, a civil penalty and a DNA 
sample. 
Idaho Code Section(s): 18-4004, 18-1 12A. 
Guilty by Jury Verdict -- date of: 06/29/06. 
111. SENTENCING DATE PROCEEDINGS. 
On 04/20/07, the sentencing date, and after the arraignment for sentencing as set forth in section 
I1 "Arraignment for Sentencing" above, the Court proceeded as follows: 
1. Determined that more than two (2) days had elapsed from the verdict to the date of 
sentencing. LC. 5 19-2501, LC.R. 33(a)(lj. 
2. Discussed the presentence report and relevant matters with the parties pursuant to I.C. $ 
20-220 and I.C.R. Rule 32. 
3. Determined victim's rights and restitution issues pursuant to I.C. 5 19-5301 and Article 1, 
$ 22 of the Idaho Constitution. 
4. Offered an aggravation andlor mitigation hearing to both parties, including the right to 
present evidence pursuant to I.C.R. 33(aj(l). 
5. Heard comments and sentencing recommendations of both counsel and asked the 
defendant personally if the defendant wished to make a statement andlor to present any 
information in mitigation of punishment. I.C.R. 33(a)(l). 
6. The Court made its comments pursuant to I.C. $ 19-2512, and discussed one or more of 
the criteria set forth in I.C. $ 19-2521. 
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IV. THE SENTENCE. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED, as follows: 
1.  Crime of: First Degree Murder, a felony. 
2. Court Costs: The defendant shall pay court costs in the sum of $97.50. 
3. Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $2,500.00, and the defendant shall pay all costs, 
fees and fines ordered by this Court. This judgment that the defeudant pay a fine and 
costs shall constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for money in a civil action. I.C. 
5 19-2518, I.C. S; 19-2702. 
4. Penitentiary: The defendant, Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pina, shall be committed to the 
custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (I.C. 
5 19-2513) of life; which unified sentence is comprised of a minirnum (fixed) period of 
confinement of 30 year(s), followed by an indeterminate period of custody of life, with 
the precise time of the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board according to law, 
with the total sentence not to exceed life. 
5. Concurrent or Simultaneous Prison Sentences: Pursuant 10 I.C. $ 18-308, this scntencc 
sl~all run concnrrent will1 CR 2005-9912 and CK 2006-9181. 
6 .  Recommendation: The Sentencing Court recommends that the defendant be imprisoned 
in a secure facility outside the state of Idaho. 
7. Credit for Time Served: The defendant is given credit for all time previously served on 
this crime. I.C. 5 18-309. 
8. Idaho DNA and Genetic Marker Database Act of 1996: Pursuant to I.C. $5 19-5501, 
et seq., the defendant, Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pina, having been convicted of one of the 
enumerated felony offenses stated in I.C. S; 19-5506, namely the offe~ise of First Degree 
Murder, and in accordance with I.C. 5 19-5507(2), is hereby ordered to provide an 
adequate (I.C. 3 19-5508) DNA sample and right thumbprint impression at a department 
of law enforcement designated location, which salnple and impression shall be collected 
in accordance with the procedures established by the bureau of forensic services. If the 
defendant is not incarcerated at tlie time of sentencing, the defendant is hereby further 
ordered to report within ten (10) working days to the facility designated by the 
department of law enforcemeiit for the collection of such specimens. 
9. Additional Fine for Crime of Violence: Pursuant to I.C. 5 19-5307, the defendant, Juan 
Carlos Fuentes-Pina, having been convicted of one of the enumerated felony offenses 
stated in I.C. 519-5307 denominated as a crime of violence, namely the offense of First 
Degree Murder, and in accordance with I.C. 5 19-5307, and in addition to any penalty set 
forth in this Judgment, is fined the additional sum of $5,000.00. This fine shall operate as 
a civil judgment against Juan Carlos Fuentes-Pina, and shall be entered on behalf of the 
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victim named in the information, or their family as is appropriate, and shall also be 
entered as a separate written order. 
V. ORDER REGARDING RESTITUTION. 
1. Restitution to Victim: The Court hereby ORDERS a Judglnent of Restitution to be 
entered in this case in the sum of $5,000.00, (I.C. 5 19-5304 (victim)). A separate written 
order of restitution shall be entered. I.C. 5 19-5304(2). This amount is payable through 
the Clerk of the District Court to be disbursed to the victiun(s) in this matter as follows: 
Na~ne(s): Se Restitution Order 
X. NO BOND TO EXONERATE. 
The conditions of bail having never been met in this case, there is no bail to be exonerated. 
I.C.R. 46(g). 
XII. ORDER OF COMMITMENT. 
It is ADJUDGED and ORDERED that the defendant be committed to the custody of the Sheriff 
of Twin Falls County, Idaho, for delivery forthwith to the Director of the Idaho State Board of 
Correction at the Idaho State Penitentiary, or other facility within the State designated by the 
State Board of Conection. I.C. 5 20-237. 
XIII. ORDER ON PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORTS. 
The pa-ties are hereby ordered to return their respective copies of the presentence investigative 
reports to the deputy clerlc of the court's custody and use of said report shall thereafter be 
governed by I.C.R. 32(h)(l), (2), and (3). 
XV. ENTRY OF JUDGMENT - IIVCARCERATION - RECORD BY CLERK 
The Court orders the Judgmettt and record be entered upon the minutes and that the record be 
assembled, prepared and filed by the Clerk of the Court in accordance with I.C. 5 19-2519(a). In 
addition, and in accordance with I.C. 5 19-2519(b), as soon as possible upon the entry of 
Judgment of Conviction the Clerk shall deliver to the Sheriff of Twin Falls County, a certified 
copy of the Judgment along with a copy of the presentence investigation report, if any, for 
delivery to the Director of Correction pursuant to I.C. 5 20-237. 
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XVI. RIGHT TO APPEALZEAVE TO APPEAL IN FORMA PAUPERIS. 
The Right: The Court advised the defendant., of the right to appeal this judgment within forty 
two (42) days of the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the court. I.C.R. 33(a)(3), I.A.R. 14(a). 
In Forma Pauperis: The Court further advised the defendant of the right of a person who is 
unable to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the 
right as an indigent to proceed without liability for court costs and fees and the right to be 
represented by a court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant. I.C.R. 33(a)(3), I.C. 5 19- 
852(a)(l) and (b)(2). 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: /g-.3/ -~ 7 
SIGNED: 
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I.C.R. 49(b) 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
I, Teresa Yocham, Deputy Clerk for the County of Twin Falls do hereby certify that on the day 
of 04/20/07, filed the original and caused to be served a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing document: JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A PLEA OF GUILTY TO 
ONE FELONY COUNT, AND ORDER OF COMMITMENT, to each of the persons as 
listed below: 
Prosecuting Attorney: Grant Loebs 
Defense Counsel: Andrew Parnes 
Twin Falls County Jail 
Idaho Department of Probation 
Idaho Department of Corrections 
Deputy Clerk 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
ANDREW PAHNtS 
ANDREW P A W S ,  ISB M110 
Attorney at Law 
671 Fkst Avmue North 
Post Office Box 5988 
Ketchurn, Idaho 83340 
Telephone: 208-726- 1010 
Facsimile: 208-726-1 187 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
THE STATE OF IDAH.0, 1 
PlaintifVRespondent, 
1 
1 Case No. CR-2006-0207 
1 
VS . ) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 
JUAN CAmOS FUENTES PmA, 1 
TO: PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, TW!N F&LS COUNTY, ANI) TWE A T T O W  
GENERGL OF THE STATE OF IDAHO AND TI-IE CLERK OF THE DISTRICT 
COURT; 
1. The above-named DefendantIAppellant, Juan Carlos Fuentes Pina appeals 
against the PlaintifVRespondent, State of Idaho, to the Idaho Supreme Court from that final 
judgment sentencing Mr. Pina afier conviction by jury trial of First-Degree Felony Murder, 
entered by the Honorable G.  Richard Bevan, District Judge, in, ch,e above-entitled case, 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 1 
entered on April 20,2007. 
2. The party has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgment above-described i s  an appealable order under and pursuant to Ldaho Appellate 
Rule 1 l(c)(l) as a final judgment of conviction. 
3. A preliminary statement of issues on appeal includes: 
1) Whether there was suEcient evidence of kidnapping and felony murder to 
support the conviction; 
2) Whether the district court should bave dismissed the felony murder charge 
where the defendant did not commit the shooting; 
3) Whether evidence was property admitted at triai; 
4) Whether the jury was properly instructed; 
5) Whether the motion for new trial was prop~rly denied; 
6) Wbethsr the sentence imposed is reasonable and proper, or in violation Of 
the United States and Idaho Constitutions prohibiting cruel and unusual punishment 
Furthermore, this list does not prevent the appellant :ko.m asserting other 
issu.es on appeal. 
4, A Reporter's Transcript of all proceedings before the District Court is 
requested. A transcript of all proceedings up to the return of thehejury verdict, includ,ing voir 
dire, opening and closing statements, and jwy instractions verbally given has already been 
prepared. 
5. Petitioner requests the standard designation of the Clerk's record pursuant to 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 2 
Rule 28, including all jury instructions requested and given. 
6. As counsel appointed for Mr. Pina in the District Court, I certify: 
a. That I have served a copy of this Notice on the court reporter. 
b. That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated reporter's 
franscript and clerk's record fees because the appellat~t is incarcerated, has been sentenced 
to a term of 30 years to life. Furi.hemore, the District Court has declared him to be 
indigent and he has been represented by appointed counsel tI1xou&out the proceedings in 
District Court. 
c. That the appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
because fie appellant is incarcerated, has been sentenced to a tnm of 30 years to lifc. 
Furthermore, the District Court has declared him to be indigent and he has been 
represented by appointed counscl throughout the proceedings in District Court. 
d. That service has been made upon all parties, including the 
Prosecuting Attorney and the Attorney General, required to be served pursuant to 
Rale 20. 
7, Furthermore, Mr. Pina requests appointment of the State Appellate Public 
Defender's Office to represent him on appeal as he h.as been declared indigent. 
$- DATED this 2_3_ day of April, 2007. 
Attorney for ~efendanVAppellant 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1, Rebecca B. Dittmer, hereby certify t h ~ t  I am employed in the County of 
Blaine, Idaho; I am over the age of eighteen years and not a pady to this action; my business 
address i s  671 First Avenue North, Ketchum, Idaho 83340; on April 23,2007, I served a 
hruc and correct copy of a Notice of Appeal to the following persons in the manner noted: 
Grant Loebs 
Twin Fa1S.s County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Palls, ID 83303-0126 
Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Virginia M. Bailey, CSR 
P.O. Box 126 
Twjn Palls, ID 83303-126 
I/- By depositing a copy of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, 
-
at the post office at Ketchum, Idaho. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
IN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TNE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 Case No. CR 06-107 
Plaintiff, 
1 
VS. 1 ORDER OF RESTITUTlON 
) 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES-PINA, ) 
) 
Defendant. 1 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that JUAN CARLOS FUENTES-PINA pay restitution totaling 
$5,160.00 to the victi~nslentities following this paragraph. 
Twin Falls County Assistance $160.00 
Re: Psychological Eva1 Reimbursement 
PO Box 126 
Twin Falls ID 83303-0126 
Idaho Industrial Commission* 
Re: CV 2006000223 
PO Box 83720 
Boise ID 83720-0041 
Order of Restitutioi~ - 1 
That such payments be moizitored by said Probation Officer or Parole Officer through the 
Probation and Parole Office, andpaid to the Clerk of the Court, P.O. Box 126, Twin Falls, Idaho, 
83303. *Payments to the Idaho Industrial Cotntnission shall be made joint and several with 
Johnny Allen Shores, CR 06-108. 
All restitution to be paid on a payment schedule as set forth by the Department of 
Probation and Parole. 
Additionally, pursuant to Idaho Code 3 19-5305, after forty-two (42) days froin the entry of 
an Order of Restitution or at the conclusion of a hearing to reconsider an Order of Restitution, 
whichever occurs later, an Order of Restitution may be recorded as a judynent and the victim may 
execute as provided by law for civil judynents 
-b" 
DATED t h i s a  day of ~pr i l2007 .  
Order of Resiitutioli - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 hereby certify that on the 2 " d a y  of April 200'7, I served a copy of the foregoing 
ORDER OF RESTITUTION thereof to the following: 
Grant P. Loebs 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Andrew Parnes 
671 First Avenue North 
P.O. Box 5988 
ICetchum, Idaho 83340 
Probation and Parole-District V [ ] Court Folder P 
Central Records [$ U.S. Mail 
IDOC 
PO Box 83720 
Boise ID 83720-0018 
Order of Restitution - 3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL -- DISTRICT OF TH&pmy 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 CASE NO. CR 06-107 
1 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 
vs. 1 NOTICE AND ORDER 
1 APPOINTING STATE 
1 APPELLATE PUBLIC 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES-PINA, 1 DEFENDER IN DIRECT 
1 APPEAL 
Defendant. 1 
TO: The Office of the Idaho State Appellate Public Defender: 
The above named DefendantlAppellant has filed a notice of appeal on April 23, 
2007, and has moved the Court for appointment of an appellate public defender in direct 
appeal of the Honorable G. Richard Bevan, Fifth Judicial District Judge, Twin Falls 
County. 
This Court being satisfied that said defendant-appellant is a needy person entitled 
to the services of the State Appellate Public Defender per 919-863A, Idaho Code. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that you are appointed to represent the defendant- 
appellant in all matters as indicated herein, or until relieved by further order of the court. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to I.A.R. Rule 1, the parties, the Clerk of 
the court and the Court Reporter, shall follow the established Idaho Appellate Rules in the 
preparation of this appeal record. 
NOTICE AND O m E R  APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL - 1 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the State Appellate Public Defender's Office is 
provided the following information by the Court: 
1) The plaintiff is in the custody of the Idaho State Board of Corrections 
2) Plaintiff is currently being processed through Boise. 
3) A copy of the Notice of Appeal or Application. 
4) A copy of the Register of Actions in this matter. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 3 day of May, 2007. 
NOTICE AND O D E R  APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this day of May, 2007, served a true 
and correct copy of the Notice and Order Appointing State Appellate in Direct Appeal 
by placing a copy in the United States mail, addressed to: 
Molly Huskey 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Attn: Appeals 
451 W. State St. 
Boise, ID 83720 
Office of the Attorney General 
Statehouse Room 210 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720 
Grant Loebs 
Twin Falls Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
Court Reporter 
Virginia Bailey 
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IN DIRECT APPEAL - 3 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State of ldaho 
I.S.B. # 4843 
SARA 5. THOMAS 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
I.S.B. # 5867 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
(208) 334-271 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FORTWIN FALLS COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
i 
) CASE NO. CR-2006-107 
V. 
1 
) S.C. DOCKET NO. 34192 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES PINA, 
) 
I AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL Defendant-Appellant. 
1 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
I. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the ldaho Supreme Court from the Judgment 07 Conviction Upon a 
Jury Verdict of Guilty to One Felony Count, and Order of Commitment entered in 
the above-entitled action on the 20'~ day of April, 2007, the Honorable G. 
Richard Bevan, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the ldaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph I above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to ldaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 1 I(c)(l-10). 
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3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, are: 
(a) Was there sufficient evidence of kidnapping and felony murder to 
support the conviction? 
(b) Did the district court err by not dismissing the felony murder charge 
where the defendant did not commit the shooting? 
(c) Was the evidence properly admitted at trial? 
(d) Was the jury properly instructed? 
(e) Did the distrid court err by improperly denying appellant's motion 
for new trlal? 
(f) Did the district court abuse its discretion by imposing and 
excessive? 
4. There is a portlon of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Presentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. The appellant requests the preparation of the entire reporter's standard 
transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(a). The following transcripts have been 
received by the distrid: court: Partial Transcript of June 28, 2006, filed 
July 25, 2006, Pretrial Proceedings Transcript filed August 15, 2006; 
Reporter's Transcript filed Jury Trial Volume I filed September 11, 2006; 
Reporter's Transcript filed Jury Trial Volume II filed September 11, 2006; 
Reporter's Transcript filed July Trial Volume Ill filed September 26, 2006. 
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The appellant also requests the preparation of the following port~ons of 
the reporter's transcript w~thout dupi~cation of the already received transcripts 
(a) 
few-w 
(b) Arraianment held JanUa~ 5.2006: 
(c) Status Hearina held on March 20. 2006; 
(d) Motion Hearina held on A~rl l26, 2006; 
(e) Status Hearina held on May 15.2006; 
(9 q  
(g) Pretrial Conference held on June 12,2006; 
(h) Motion for 404(B) Evidence Hearina held on June 14. 2006; 
(i) MotionNuw Selection Hearina held on June 25,2006; 
(j) Juw Trial held June 15-29, 2007, to include the voir dire, opening 
statements, closing arguments, ~ U N  instruction conferences and 
orally presented jury lnstructlons, 
(k) Motion to Extend Time for Filina of Motion for New Trial Mearinq 
held on Julv 28, 2006; 
(I) Motion Hearins held on Auaust 1 1. 2006, 
(m) Motion to Withdraw Hearinu held on Se~tember 21,2006; 
(n) Status Hearina held on November 6.2006; 
(0) Motion for New Trial Hearinq heid on March 8. 2007; 
(p) Mot~on for New Trial Hearrna held on March 9, 2007; and 
(q) Sentencina Hearing held on April 20. 2007, 
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6. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record pursuant to I.A.R. 
28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the 
clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b)(2): 
(a) Letter filed Februarv 1,2006; 
(b) Memorandum Brief on Motion to Dismiss lodqed April 7.2006; 
(c) Memorandum Brief in Suo~ort of Motion to Dismiss Indictment 
lodued Aprif 49, 2006; 
(d) Stipulation to Reset April 27. 2006. Hearina to April 26. 2006. at 
10:OO a.m. filed A~ril  19. 2006; 
(e) State's Obiection to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and 
Memorandum filed April 21,2006; 
(0 State's Responseto Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Indictment filed 
April 21.2006: 
(g) State's Witness List filed Mav 12,2006; 
(h) Medical Records picked uo bv M. Phinnev filed Mav 18, 2006, and 
Certification of Medical Records received Mav 18: 2006; 
(i) Affidavit of Marilvn B. Paul in Support of Ex-Patte Motion for 
C k f i l e d  June 5,
2006; 
-
(j) Stipulation to Exclude Evidence filed June 5, 2006; 
(k) Notice of Intent to Present 404(8) Evidence at Trial filed June 12, 
200s: 
(I) State's Additional Witness List filed June 12, 2006; 
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(m) Pretrlai Conference Memorandum Pursuant to I.C.R. 18 filed 
June 13,2006; 
(n) Jury Seatina Chart filed June 13, 2006; 
(0) State's Second Additional Witness List filed June 14, 2006; 
(p) Anv prowosed or given iurv instructions includina, but not limited to, 
Plaintis Re~uested Jury lnstruciions filed June 14. 2006, 
Defendant's Requested Jurv Instructions filed June 15. 2006, 
Preiiminarv Jurv Instructions filed June 19. 2006, Supplemental 
Jurv Instructions filed June 29, 2006, and Flnal Jurv Instructions 
filed June 30,2006; 
(q) Witness List filed June 14,2006; 
(r) Exhibit List filed June 16, 2006; 
(s) -; 
( t )  Jurv Roll Call filed June 16, 2006; 
(u) Supplemental Exhibit List filed June 29, 2006; 
(v) Final Seatina Chart filed June 29, 2006; 
(w) Plaintiff's Exhibit List filed June 30. 2006; 
(x) ; 
(y) Final Juw Seatina Chart filed June 30, 2006: 
(z) Letter from I.D.O.C. filed ~uqust'2, 2006; 
(aa) Affidavit in SllDDort of Motion to withdraw filed September 19. 
2006, 1 
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(bb) A< 
lnvestlaator filed Sewtember 19, 2006; 
(cc) Affidavit in Suwwort of Motion to Continue and Motion for 
Psvchiatric Testina filed October 13. 2006; 
(dd) Stiwulatlon for Psvchiatric Testina filed October 13. 2006; 
(ee) Affidavit in Support of Motion to Withdraw filed November 1. 2006; 
(R) ,Letter from Juan Pina filed November 27.2006; 
(gg) Memorandum in Support of Motion for New Trial lodaeq 
Februatv 16.2007; 
(hh) State's Obiection to Defendant's Motion for New Trial and 
Memorandum lodaed March 7,2007; 
(ii) Notice of Intent to Present Evidence in Aqqravation of Sentencing 
filed March 7,2007; and 
(jj) Anv exhibits, includina but not limited to letters or victim impact 
statements, addendurns to the PSI or other items offered at 
sentencina hearina includinq, but not limited to the Addendurns to 
psi filed April 18 and 19,2007 
7. 1 certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been sewed on 
the reporter; 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code §$j 31-3220,31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)); 
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(c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (Idaho Code $9 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8)); 
(d) That arrangements have been made with Twin Falls County who 
will be responsible Tor paying for the reporter's transcript, as the 
client is indigent, I.C. $s 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e); and 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required lo be served 
pursuant to 1.A.R 20. 
DATED this 13'~  day of June, 2007. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 13'~ da of June, 2007, caused a true Y and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOT CE OF APPEAL to be placed 
In the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES PlNA 
INMATE # 42139 
lCl0 
HOSPITAL DRIVE NORTH #23 
OROFIMO ID 83544 
ANDREW PARMES 
1602NDSTE 
PO BOX 5988 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
VlRGl&lA BAILEY 
COURT REPORTER 
PO BOX 126 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303 0126 
GRANT LOEBS 
W I N  FALLS COUNTY PROSECUTORS OFFICE 
PO BOX 126 
425 SHOSHONE ST 4TH FLOOR 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303 0126 
KENNETHKJORGENSEN 
DEPUTYATTORNEYGENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720 0010 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
Administrative Assistant 
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ANDREW PARNES, ISB #4 1 10 
Attorney at Law 
67 1 First Avenue North 
Post Office Box 5988 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Telephone: 208-726-10 10 
Facsimile: 208-726-1 187 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff, 1 Case No. CR-2006-0107 
1 
vs . 1 WAIVER RE RETURN OF 
1 PROPERTY 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES PINA, 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
The defendant, Juan Carlos Fuentes Pina, after consultation with his attorney of 
record, Andrew Panles, hereby freely and voluntarily enters into the following waiver 
should the Coilrt order that his vehicle and items within the vehicle be returned pursuant 
to his motion previously filed in this matter: 
1. The blue 1992 Buick car seized by the police upon Mr. Pina's arrest shall be 
returned to his brother Lauro Pina. Any claim for damage to the vehicle 
while in the control of the police or Sheriff shall be processed by that police 
or Sheriff agency. 
WAIVER RE RETURN OF PROPERTY 1 
2. Should there be a retrial in this matter, the defendant will not object to 
photographs of the vehicle being admitted in evidence in lieu of the actual 
vehicle, provided that the vehicle itself would have been admitted pursuant 
to the rules of evidence. 
3. Any original photos, and all other items of property seized from the vehicle 
shall be returned to the defendant or his attorney Andrew Parnes. Should 
there be a retrial in this matter, the defendant will not object to copies of the 
photographs of these items being admitted in evidence in lieu of the actual 
items, provided that the items themselves would have been admitted 
pursuant to the rules of evidence. 
Dated thisc* day of May, 2007. 
Juan Carlos Fuentes Pina 
Defendant 
4 Dated this day of May, 2007. 
A I--. 
Attorney for Defendant 
WAIVER RE RETURN OF PROPERTY 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Andrew Parnes, hereby certify that I am employed in the County of Blaine, 
Idaho; I arn over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action; my busi~less address 
is 671 First Avenue North, I<etchuin, Idaho 83340; on June 25, 2007, I served a true and 
correct copy of a Waiver re Return of Property and Proposed Order re Return of Property 
to the followiilg person in the manner noted: 
Grant Loebs 
Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls. ID 83303-0126 
By depositing a copy of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, 
at the post office at Ketcl~um, Idaho. 
G By hand delivering a copy of the same to the office of said attorney at his 
office in Twin Falls, Idaho. 
By sending a facsimile copy of the same to said attorney at his facsimile 
- 
number: 736-4 120. 
ANDREW PARNES, ISB #4110 
Attorney at Law 
67 1 First Avenue North 
Post O a c e  Box 5988 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Telephone: 208-726-10 10 
Facsimile: 208-726-1 187 
'DISTR!C;T COUR'T'  
- i&l fh FALLS GO. li:?.ilfl 
Fit ..ED 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTI-I JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff, 1 Case No. CR-2006-0107 
1 
VS. 1 PROPOSED ORDER RE RETURN OF 
1 PROPERTY 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES PINA, 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
Good cause appearing, after hearing on the matter and pursuant to the waiver filed by 
the defendant, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
1. The blue 1992 Buick car seized by the police upon Mr. Pina's arrest shall be 
retunled to his brother Lauro Pina. Any claim for damage to the vehicle 
while in the control of the police or Sheriff shall be processed by that police 
or Sheriff agency. 
2. Should there be a retrial in this matter, photographs of the vehicle shall be 
admitted in evidence in lieu of the actual vehicle, provided that the vehicle 
itself would have been admitted pursuant to the rules of evidence. 
3. Any original photos, and all other items of property seized from the vehicle 
PROPOSED ORDER RE RETURN OF PROPERTY 1 
shall be returned to the defendant or his attorney Andrew Parnes. Should 
there be a retrial in this matter, copies of the photographs of these items 
shall being admitted in evidence in lieu of the actual items, provided that the 
items themselves would have been admitted pursua~~t to the rules of evidence. 
# 
District Judge 
PROPOSED ORDER RE RETURN OF PROPERTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
SUPREME COURT NO. 34192 
DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 06-107 
PlaintiffIRespondent, 
1 
VS. CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES PINA, 
) 
Defendant1 Appellant. 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify: 
That the following is a list of exhibits to the record that have been filed during the 
course of this case. 
Pre Sentence Investigation Report (Confidential), Filed April 12, 2007 
Addendum Pre Sentence Investigation Report (Confidential), Filed April 18, 2007 
Addendum Pre Sentence Investigation Report (Confidential), Filed April 19, 2007 
Court's Exhibit 1 (Twin Falls County Sheriffs Office Incident report), Admitted 
6/23/2006 
Court's Exhibit 3 (comments in Spanish from Pina to Naranjo family), Admitted June 
27, 2006 
Court's Exhibit 4 (Instruction from the Court to the Jury), Admitted June 28, 2007 
Defendant's Exhibit A (Letter from Maria Pina), Admitted April 20, 2007 
Defendant's Exhibit B (Letter froin the Pina Family), Admitted April 20, 2007 
State's Exhibit 1 Juvenile Record from Eagle Pass, Texas, 'idmitted April 20, 2007 
Defendant's Exhibit A (Death Certificate), Admitted June 20, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit B (Death Certificate), Admitted June 20, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit C (Report of Dr. Groben; Autopsy), Admitted June 20, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit D (Autopsy photograph of hand), Admitted June 20, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit G (photograph of shotgun shell), Admitted June 20, 2006 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - 1 l'i' .. v L- 
11. 
1 
1 
I 
]en the Supreme Csurt of the State sf Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 1 TO AUGMENT AND TO 
1 SUSPEND THE BRIEFING 
v. ) SCHEDULE 
) 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES PINA, ) Supreme Court Docket No. 34192 
1 Twin Falls County Case No. 06-107 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
the Memorandum Decision and Order R.E. Defendant's Motion to Dismiss 
Indictment (R., pp. 129-164). 
Proceedings Tr., p. 39, L1. 1-5) and which was cited by the District Court in the 
(R., pp. 129-164). 
-- A MOTION TO AUGMENT AND TO SUSPEND THE BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND 
STATEMENT IN SUPPORT THEREOF was filed by Appellant on January 3,2008. Therefore, 
good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that the appeal record shall include the transcripts listed 
below as a CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBIT: 
1. Grand jury empanelment transcript which the District Court took judicial notice of 
(Pretrial Proceedings Tr., p. 39, L1. 1-5) and which was cited by the District Court in 
2. Grand jury transcript which the District Court took judicial notice of (Pretrial 
Memorandum Decision and Order R.E. Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Indictment 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the MOTION TO SUSPEND THE BRIEFING 
SCHEDULE be, and hereby is, GRANTED and proceedings in this appeal are SUSPENDED 
until the transcripts listed above are filed with this Court at which time the due date for filing 
Appellant's Brief shall be reset which shall be thirty-five (35) days thereafter. 
DATED this h $ a y  of January, 2008. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
I 
Defendant's Exhibit L (photograph of suitcase), Admitted June 21, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit M (photograph of entry way), Admitted June 21, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit N (photograph of living room), Admitted June 21, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit 0 (photograph of open suitcase), Admitted June 21, 2006 
Defeudant's Exhibit P (photograph of inside of vehicle), Admitted June 21, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit R (measurements of house), Admitted June 21, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit S (drawing of living room), Admitted June 21, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit T (drawing of house), Admitted June 21, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit U (drawing of Kitchen), Admitted June 21, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit V (drawing of porch area), Admitted June 21, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit W (photograph of money), Admitted June 21, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit T-1 (drawing of house), Admitted June 27, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit Y (Court's Exhibit 1 and 2 used in sentencing), Admitted June 27, 
2006 
Defendant's Exhibit Z (statement of Johnny Shores), Admitted June 28, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit AA (letters), Admitted June 28, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit BB (letters from Philip Warren), Admitted June 28, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit CC (Call detail record), Admitted June 28, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit GG (T.F.P.D. inventory report), Admitted June 29, 2006 
State's Exhibit 2 (photo of alley), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 3 (photo of alley), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 4 (photo of sweat jacket), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 7 (photo of Jesse Narailjo), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 8 (photo of red car), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 9 (photo of wound), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 11 (fingerprint card), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 16 (photo of victim's chin), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 17 (photo of victim's forehead), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 18 (close-up photo of victim's chin), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 19 (photo of alley with white truck), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 20 (photo of garbage can), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 23 (photo of outside of house and cars), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 24 (photo of outside of house at night), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 25 (photo of outside of house, close-up door), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 26 (photo of shotgun shell on floor), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 28 (photo of shotgun shell on floor), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 30 (photo of counter with gun shell), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 32 (photo of bullet), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 34 (photo of counter top), Admitted June 20, 2006 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - 2 
State's Exhibit 36 (photo of computer desk and chair with bandana), Admitted June 21, 
2006 
State's Exhibit 37 (photo of floor with number 7), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 39 (photo of floor with number 8 and shotgun shell), Admitted June 20, 
2006 
State's Exhibit 41 (photo of top of dresser with number 9), Admitted June 20, 2007 
State's Exhibit 42 (photo of handgun), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 43 (photo of handgun and shells), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 53 (photo of bedroom), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 54 (photo of couch), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 55 (photo of shotgun with number 14), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 56 (photo of shotgun with red bandana), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 61 (photo of under bed with baggie), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 62 (photo of shotgun with blue bandana), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 63 (photo of shotgun with blue bandana), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 71 (photo of hacksaw), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 77 (box of miscellaneous items and number 22), Admitted June 21, 
2006 
State's Exhibit 79 (photo of butt of shotgun), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 83 (photo of Bismuth shells with number 26), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 88 (photo of baggie with white substance) Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 89 (photo of baggie on bed with white substance and number 29), 
Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 91 (photo of scale), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 94 (photo of bag of shotgun shells and number 33), Admitted June 20, 
2006 
State's Exhibit 97 (photo of gun, magazine, shells and number 35), Admitted June 20, 
2006 
State's Exhibit 100 (photo of pipe with number 37), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 101 (photo of boxes of rifle cartridges with number 36 and pipe with 
number 37), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 104 (photo of snow covered beer bottle with number 38), Admitted June 
20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 106 (photo of bud light beer bottle with number 44), Admitted June 21, 
2006 
State's Exhibit 108 (photo of drug paraphernalia), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 111 (photo of front of house), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 112 (photo of earring and bracelet), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 116 (photo of earring), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 135 (photo of Jesse Naranjo), Admitted June 23, 2006 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - 3 
State's Exhibit 136 (photo of kitchen), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 137 (photo of kitchen), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 139 (photo of computer desk), Admitted June 23, 2003 
State's Exhibit 140 (photo of living room), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 141 (photo of bedroom), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 142 (photo of bedroom), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 143 (photo of bathroom), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 144 (photo of living room), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 145 (photo of bed with miscellaneous stuff), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 147 (photo of kitchen bar with number 4), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 148 (photo of door with bullet), Admitted Jnne 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 150 (photo of blue Buick car), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 223 (photo of door and blue blanket on it), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 225 (photo of door), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 228 (photo of doorway into bedroom), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 234 (photo of gunshot wound), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 235 (photo of gunshot wound close-up), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 383 (photo of blue Buick car), Admitted Jnne 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 384 (photo of inside of blue Buick car), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 385 (photo of steering wheel of blue Buick car), Admitted June 21, 
2006 
State's Exhibit 399 (photo of inside of blue Buick car), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 443 (black and white photo of Jay Martindale), Admitted June 22, 2006 
State's Exhibit 444 ((map of inside of house), Admitted June 23, 2006 
State's Exhibit 445 (map of inside of house), Admitted June 27, 2006 
State's Exhibit 446 (letter to Johnny Shores from Juan Pina), Admitted June 27, 2006 
State's Exhibit 447 (letter to Johnny Shores from Juan Pina), Admitted June 27, 2006 
Memorandum Brief on Motion to Dismiss, Lodged April 7, 2006 
Memorandum Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss Indictment, Lodged April 7, 2006 
Plaintiff's Requested Jury Instructions, Filed June 14, 2006 
Defendant's Requested Jury Instructions, Filed June 15, 2006 
Exhibit List, Filed June 16, 2006 
Preliminary Jury Instructions, Filed June 19, 2006 
Final Jury Instructions, Filed June 30, 2006 
June 26, 2006 Partial Reporter's Transcript, Filed July 25, 2006 
Reporter's Transcript Pre Trial Proceedings, Filed August 15, 2006 
Volume 1 - Reporter's Transcript of Jury Trial, Filed September 11, 2006 
Volume 2 - Reporter's Transcript of Jury Trial, Filed September 13, 2006 
Volume 3 - Reporter's Transcript of Jury Trial, Filed September 26, 2006 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - 4 4 o c  0 6J 
DOCUMENTS UNDER SEAL 
FILED WITH SUPREME COURT ONLY 
Court Minutes, Dated April 26, 2006 
Court Minutes, Dated September 21, 2006 
Order Docume~it Sealed, Filed December 5, 2006 
Motion for Appointment of Psychologist Under Seal, Filed January 30, 2007 
Order for Appointment of Psychologist, Filed February 2, 2007 
EXHIBITS NOT SENT TO SUPREME COURT 
State's Exhibit 1 (CD of 911 call), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 5 (gray jacket), Admitted Juue 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 10 (shotgun wadding), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 29 (bullet shell), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 3 1 (bullet), Admitted Julie 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 33 (Bullet), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 35 (shotgun barrel), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 40 (bullet shell), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 44 (hand gun with three bullets), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 58 (gun), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 58a (2 bullets), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 65 (gun), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 65a (3 bullets), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 72 (hacksaw), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 78 (6 bullets), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 80 (butt of gun), Admitted Juue 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 84 (box of bullets in case), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 90 (white crystal substance), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 92 (drug scale), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 95 (19 bullets), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 98 (2 black gun magazines with bullets and green pouch with magazine 
and bullets), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 102 (boxes of bullets), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 103 (drug pipe), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 105 (bud light beer bottle), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 107 (bud light beer bottle), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 109 (drug paraphernalia, homemade bong), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 113 (bracelets), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 114 (pellets from victim - autopsy), Admitted June 20, 2006 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - 5 4 9 6  
State's Exhibit 115 (plastic wad), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 117 (gold earring), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 120 (latent card froin beer bottle), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 122 (3 bullets), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 123 (5 bullets), Admitted June 20, 2006 
State's Exhibit 124 (1 bullet shell), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibits 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131 and 132 (test shot boards) Admitted 
June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 133 (blue bandana), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 134 (box of bullets), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 159 (blue bandana), Admitted June 21, 2006 
State's Exhibit 183 (DVD), Admitted June 27, 2006 
States' Exhibit 202 (DVD interview of Carlos), Admitted June 27, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit DD (DVD of jay Martindale interview),-Admitted June 29, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit EE (DVD of Johnny Shores interview), Admitted June 29, 2006 
Defendant's Exhibit FF (DVD of Jacob Degarino interview), Admitted June 29, 2006 
In WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 7th day of August, 2007. 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - 6 
IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 SUPREME COURT NO. 34192 
1 DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 06-107 
PlaiitiffiRespondent, 1 
1 
VS. 1 CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
1 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES PINA, 1 
1 
Defendant/A~pellant. 1 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that the 
foregoing CLERK'S RECORD on Appeal in this cause was compiled and bound under my 
direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of the pleadings and documents requested by 
Appellate Rule 28. 
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above-entitled 
cause, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court. 
WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said Court 
this 7" day of August, 2007. 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK 
Clerk of the District Court 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 SUPREME COURT NO. 34192 
1 DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 06-107 
PlaintiffIRespondent, 1 
1 
VS. 1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 
JUAN CARLOS FUENTES PINA, 1 
1 
DefendantIAppellant. 1 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD and 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
MOLLY HUSKEY 
State Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
LAWRENCE WASDEN 
Attorney General 
Statehouse Mail Room 210 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise. Idaho 83720-0010 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said this 7Ih 
day of August, 2007. 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK 
Clerk of the District Court 
Certificate of Service 
p o o  i .~ ,  J 
